Burns:

Qms, 104:10 But to see her at last... 104:28 2 wheelbarrows
105: 5 an honest man
105:29 all learning & desire
105:29 few gently, sweet After
105:37 Greece your name 0
106:7 late c well-stocked farms
106:13 drinkgive more than sea (or college
106:19 John Anderson my jo
106:31 i failing
106:34 3-mile prayers
107:1 man's inhumanity to man
107:16 if there's another world
107:22 an idiot race
107:34 "some have most" prayer
108:14 noost ya like a harmin
108:40 Don't let awkward squad
104:16 Whiskey, freedom go together
115:17 Perhaps it may turn into a song
108:3 - Old Ann...
108:7 - pleasures are like poppies spread
108:20 - depression... creation